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Dynamic PMU Compliance Test under C37.118.1a™-2014


Abstract—This paper presents a flexible testing methodology and the dynamic compliance of PMUs as per the new C37.118.1a amendment published in 2014. The test platform consists of test signal generator, a Doble F6150 amplifier, PMUs under test, and a PMU test result analysis kit. The Doble amplifier is used for providing three phase voltage and current injections to the PMUs. Three PMUs from different vendors were tested simultaneously in order to provide a fair comparison of the devices. The new 2014 amendment comes with significant changes over the C37.118.1 - 2011 standard regarding the dynamic tests.

I. INTRODUCTION

PMUs are increasingly being developed in order to improve their performance. These units are considered to be among the key technologies for wide area power system protection control and monitoring [1]. The measurement data obtained from PMUs could be used to create improved control algorithms for the future power systems. Therefore, it is important to test the accuracy of the measurements in dynamic conditions since the power system itself is dynamic.

The IEEE standard for Synchrophasor Measurements for Power Systems IEEE C37.118.1-2011 [2] defines the tests that simulate different conditions of the power system such as oscillations, switching of loads and frequency ramps. The amendment to C37.118.1a [3] was published in 2014 and comes with significant changes regarding the dynamic compliance tests which consist of less strict limits for quantities like Total Vector Error (TVE), Frequency Error (FE) and Rate of Change of Frequency Error (RFE).

Dynamic compliance of PMUs is a subject that has been addressed in previous work such as [4], while [5] although published before the 2011 standard [2], provided an insight about dynamic testing.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides information regarding the hardware, methodology and the performed tests. Section III presents the results of dynamic compliance tests for PMUs from three different vendors, and finally Section IV concludes the paper with summarizing the contribution of the work.

II. PMU TESTING ARCHITECTURE AND METHODOLOGY

This section of the paper presents the laboratory hardware used for testing the PMUs and describes the methodology of the testing.

A. Test Bed Description

To generate the PMU input signals, a Doble F6150 Power System Simulator is used. Normally, this device serves as a standard stand alone test set for protection relays. This Power System Simulator is capable of delivering 3-phase AC voltages and currents with different amplitudes.

The PMUs inputs are connected directly to the test set without using additional amplifiers which reduces accuracy issues. Multiple devices can be tested simultaneously using the same input signal, providing a fair performance analysis.

As the standard [2] requires, the measurement errors of the PMUs should be calculated within 1% of the nominal signal. In order to achieve such precision, the test equipment should be able to produce signals with an accuracy around ten times higher than that as mentioned in [6]. Supposedly, the chosen simulator is capable of a precision up to 0.02% which is sufficient for this job. The Doble F6150 Power System Simulator can output signals with varying frequency, modulated amplitude and modulated phase, and it can step both phase or amplitude which covers the entire dynamic test range.

B. Testing procedure

The test process is based on the generation of waveforms required by the C37.118.1a amendment, application to the PMU and comparison of the reported PMU data with the expected result. The idea is simple and robust since a PMU estimates a synchrophasor equivalent for a given AC waveform. By taking a phasor equivalent model and producing the AC waveform that it represents with high accuracy as an electrical signal then putting it into a PMU, the resulting synchrophasor estimate should match the original phasor model.

Transient effects due to parameter change, would distort the measurements. Therefore, the tests allow enough settling time, and the sample points of transients are discarded from the analysis.

C. Reference Phasor Definition, Measurement Evaluation and Test description

A generalized phasor function can be obtained from a sine function with amplitude and phase modifiers as in (1):

\[ X(t) = X_m [g(t)] \cdot \cos(\omega_0 t + y(t)) \]  (1)
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Where \( X_m \) is the nominal amplitude, \( \omega_0 \) is the nominal power system frequency, \( g(t) \) is an amplitude modifying function and \( y(t) \) is a phase modifying function. The corresponding phasor value is:

\[
X(nT) = \{X_m / \sqrt{2}\} \{g(nT)\} \angle \{y(nT)\} 
\]  

(2)

Where \( nT \) is the reporting instant. The phasor values reported by the PMU should be an estimate of this value for each given instant in time. Frequency and ROCOF are defined in (3):

\[
f(t) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{d(\omega_0 t + y(t))}{dt} \quad \text{ROCOF}(t) = \frac{df(t)}{dt}
\]  

(3)

The measurement evaluation is specified in the IEEE C37.118.1 [2] and it consists of the Total Vector Error given by (4),

\[
TVE = \sqrt{\frac{\left(\hat{X}_r(n) - X_r(n)\right)^2 + \left(\hat{X}_i(n) - X_i(n)\right)^2}{\left(X_r(n)\right)^2 + \left(X_i(n)\right)^2}}
\]  

(4)

Where \( \hat{X}_r \) and \( \hat{X}_i \) are the measured real and imaginary parts of the phasor and \( X_r \) and \( X_i \) are the real and imaginary parts of the reference phasor.

Similarly, frequency measurement error (FE) and Rate Of Change Of Frequency Error (RFE) are defined by the standard as (5) and (6),

\[
FE = |f_{true} - f_{measured}| = |\Delta f_{true} - \Delta f_{measured}|
\]  

(5)

\[
RFE = |(df/dt)_{true} - (df/dt)_{measured}|
\]  

(6)

where \( f_{measured} \) is the frequency estimated by the PMU while \( f_{true} \) is the frequency of the test signal from the Doble F6150 Power System Simulator.

The dynamic compliance tests are shortly described in the following table:

### TABLE I: Dynamic tests description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Name</th>
<th>Varied quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude modulation (Amod)</td>
<td>Phasor amplitude by 0.1 pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase modulation (Pmod)</td>
<td>Phasor Angle by 0.1 rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency ramp (Framp)</td>
<td>Frequency ( \pm 1.0 % ) \ Range 45 - 55 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude step (Astep)</td>
<td>( \pm 0.1 ) pu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Step (Pstep)</td>
<td>( \pm 10 ) degrees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. TEST RESULTS

This section presents the results for dynamic compliance tests listed in Table for the M-performance class and 50 Hz reporting rate of the PMUs. The limits for TVE, FE and RFE are shown on the plots with a red line at the values defined by amendment [3] for the specific test.

1) **Amplitude Modulation Test:** This is one of the tests designed to determine the measurement bandwidth of the PMUs, by modulating the amplitude of the input signals (voltages and currents) with a sinusoidal waveform with a 10% modulation level. Therefore, the amplitude of the phasor should oscillate between 0.9 and 1.1 p.u. The modulation frequency range, as stated by the amendment [3] is between 0.1 Hz - 5 Hz with increments of 0.2 Hz. Fig 1a shows that PMU A satisfies the measurement bandwidth TVE compliance up to a modulation frequency of 4.2 Hz, beyond which it exceeds the 3% limit. Although the performance of PMU B decreases as the modulation frequency increases, the TVE is within the required limit. PMU C is measuring the inputs signals with almost constant accuracy throughout the entire modulation range.

2) **Phase Modulation Test:** This is the second test designed to verify the measurement bandwidth of the PMUs. The phase of the input signal is modulated by 0.1 radian (5.729 degrees) and the modulation frequency is the same as for the previous test. Fig 2a shows that PMU A is exceeding the 3% limit beyond 4.5 Hz modulation frequency. This is due to the offset between the reference value and the measurement of PMU A visible in Fig 2b. The other two units satisfy the TVE compliance for phase modulation.

The frequency error is shown in Fig 2c. PMU C is the first one to exceed the threshold beyond 2.4 Hz. PMU A satisfies the compliance up to 4.2 Hz modulation frequency, PMU B manages to estimate the input signal frequency with enough accuracy from start to finish. Fig 2d shows the RFE. PMUs A and B manage to provide measurements within the required limits while unit C is exceeding the threshold close to 5 Hz modulation frequency.
The test modulates the phase of the input signals and the frequency \( F = \frac{d\text{phase}}{dt} \) and it varies with the phase. Fig 2e shows the frequency measurement of the PMUs for the entire modulation range. PMU C does not manage to produce the correct measurements for the signal frequency which is why it exceeds the FE limit. Fig 2f shows the measurements and reference for 5 Hz modulation frequency. It is clear that PMU C performs poorly since it reports almost no oscillation at all. Furthermore, this figure shows that there is a delay in frequency measurement for all units.

3) Amplitude Step Test: This test in focusing on the ability of the phasor measurement unit to measure positive and negative amplitude steps that occur in dynamic power systems due to switching actions. These changes are analyzed for the available PMUs and the obtained results are presented in this section. A phasor is not expected to be accurate during highly non-linear event like a step change input. Therefore, the TVE may be high and exceed limits during the step. The test measures response time, which is the interval of time from which the TVE leaves the steady-state limit until it returns within that limit. It also checks that the response is aligned with the actual step in time (delay time) and that it does not take on extreme values during the transition (overshoot). All limits for the mentioned quantities are defined in the amendment [3].

For ease of use and understanding the time when the step occurs is chosen as \( t = 0 \). Therefore, the steady state prior the step is referred by negative time, while the transients and steady state after the amplitude increase are on the positive side. Moreover, the delay time can have both positive or negative values due to this reference point in time. For this test the amplitude of the signal is stepped with 0.1 pu as shown in Fig 3a.

It can be seen that each device reacts differently to a step change. The following table presents the calculated response time, delay time, over and undershoot as well as the limits specified in C37.118.1a.

### TABLE II: Positive Amplitude Step, Overshoot and Undershoot compliance under C37.118.1a for M-class performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fs</th>
<th>50 Hz</th>
<th>Overshoot</th>
<th>Limit</th>
<th>Undershoot</th>
<th>Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Calculated [%]</td>
<td>Limit [%]</td>
<td>Calculated [%]</td>
<td>Limit [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU A</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU B</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU C</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE III: Positive Amplitude Step Response and Delay Times compliance under C37.118.1a for M-class performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fs</th>
<th>50 Hz</th>
<th>TVE Response Time</th>
<th>RFE Delay Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[ms]</td>
<td>[Hz/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU A</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU B</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU C</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III shows the response and delay times for each PMU. The limits specified in the amendment [3] are colored in red, and are valid for the 50 Hz reporting rate which was used in these tests. Results in Table III show that all units are within...
the required response and delay times, which is consistent with Figs 3b, 3c, and 3d. The negative amplitude step has similar results and is not presented in this paper.

4) Phase Step Test: Line switching operations can cause step changes in the phase of the power system. Similar to the amplitude step, the phase step test focuses on the ability of the PMUs to follow these changes.

Fig 4a shows that the PMU A is quite different from the other two. Its performance is worse both in overshoot and delay time and the reason is not clear. PMUs B and C perform similar as in the Amplitude Step test. The FE and RFE are significantly different for this test as shown in Fig 4c and Fig 4d, respectively. This is due to the relation between phase, frequency and ROCOF which are defined in (3).

![Fig 4: Phase Step Test](image)

(a) PosSeq Voltage amplitude; (b) PosSeq Voltage TVE; (c) FE; (d) RFE; (e) FE (zoomed in); (f) RFE (zoomed in)

Figs 4e and 4f are zoomed image of the Fe and RFE plots in order to clearly show where the limit line is. These plots can be used to verify the results in Table V. Overshoot and undershoot values are shown in Table IV.

5) Frequency ramp Test: The frequency ramp test was introduced by the 2011 standard [2]. It emulates a system separation scenario when the generation and load are imbalanced and the system frequency might increase or decrease depending on case. In order to cover both scenarios, for this test the injected signal has constant amplitude and phase while the frequency is changing linearly with a slope of ±1Hz/s.

![Fig 5: Frequency Ramp Test](image)

(a) Signal frequency; (b) Zoomed view at 50 Hz

The range of the frequency used for this test is from 45 Hz up to 55 Hz. Fig 5a shows the reference and measured frequencies along the mentioned range. A detailed view is shown in Fig 5b where it is visible that all PMUs have a delay in the measurement. It could be the effect of the filtering of these devices. However, the reported frequency increases and decreases linearly which reveals no issues with the frequency estimation algorithms.

Fig 6a and Fig 6b show that PMU B does not measure correctly the amplitude of the phasor. It is probably caused by the frequency tracking algorithm. It manages to adjust the measurement window at the points where the amplitude is reported with accuracy. However, as the frequency ramps up, the tracking method of the PMU does not keep up and the amplitude of the phasor is measured incorrectly. PMU C shows a different behavior. As the frequency is linearly increasing, the unit measures amplitude with higher accuracy. On the other hand the TVE exceeds the 1% limit at 55 Hz which means that the angle is responsible. This is also what is happening with PMU A.

![Fig 6: Frequency Ramp Test](image)

Table IV: Positive Phase Step, Overshoot and Undershoot compliance under C37.118.1a for M-class performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fs</th>
<th>50 Hz</th>
<th>Overshoot</th>
<th>Limit [%]</th>
<th>Undershoot</th>
<th>Limit [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMU A</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU B</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU C</td>
<td>104.0</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V: Positive Phase Step Response and Delay Times compliance under C37.118.1a for M-class performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fs</th>
<th>50 Hz</th>
<th>Response Time [ms]</th>
<th>Delay Time [ms]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMU A</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU B</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU C</td>
<td>104.0</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The dynamic compliance of PMUs from three different vendors was verified under the 2014 amendment [3] requirements. The devices under test were built to satisfy the 2005 standard which did not define the dynamic compliance tests. Furthermore, the frequency ramp test was introduced in 2011 therefore these PMUs might lack the necessary algorithms to pass this test.

The analysis software is developed “in-house” entirely in Matlab and it can be easily adapted to future changes of the performance requirements. Therefore, the tools presented in this paper make a good option when considering building a test setup for instrument validation, regarding portability, availability, and flexibility.
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